Plasticine Play
1. Squeeze and pinch to make a flat disc
2. Press down to make it into a pancake
3. Push with your thumbs and roll it up
4. And make a Swiss Roll!
1. Make a sausage (roll forward and back)

2. Continue to roll out with your fingers

3. Cut up your sausage using your knife

4. or cut into pieces using a knife and fork
1. Make a sausage (roll forward and back)

2. Continue to roll out with your fingers

3. Roll it out to make a long snake

4. Roll it up into a snake or Catherine Wheel
1. Roll into a ball
2. Pinch around the edge to flatten
3. Continue to pinch and flatten
4. Make a disc or a pizza!
1. Roll into a ball

2. Pinch and squeeze to make a flat disc

3. Put on a ‘topping’ to make a pizza!

4. or a smiley face!
1. Roll out a sausage in your hands
2. Pinch and squeeze to make 'bumps'
3. Pinch off a piece and roll into a small ball
4. Make lots of peas to go with your pizza!!
1. Roll into a ball
2. Squeeze - top and bottom, and sides
3. Turn it around and make each side flat
4. Now you have made a cube!!